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Abstract

Four significant fascist rallies took place in Toronto in the summer of 1938: John Ross Taylor’s Canadian Union of Fascists, Joseph Farr’s Nationalist Party, and then two rallies to establish the National Unity Party—a national fascist party fusing Farr’s group, Adrien Arcand’s Quebec-based Parti National Social Chré-tien, and other fascist groups from across the country. This article examines these fascist groups and their rallies, as well as the anti-fascist resistance. It focuses on the protests organized by the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee consisting of the League for a Revolutionary Workers’ Party, the Toronto Libertarian Group, and working-class Jewish organizations. In examining these actors and events, the article seeks to demonstrate the complex dynamic of coordination and competition amongst fascist and anti-fascist actors.

Résumé

Quatre rassemblements fascistes importants ont eu lieu à Toronto au cours de l’été 1938 : la Canadian Union of Fascists de John Ross Taylor, le Parti nationaliste de Joseph Farr, puis deux rassemblements visant à créer le National Unity Party — un parti national fasciste fusionnant le groupe de Farr, le Parti national social chrétien d’Adrien Arcand, basé au Québec, et d’autres groupes fascistes de tout le pays. Cet article examine ces groupes fascistes et leurs rassemblements, ainsi que la résistance antifasciste. Il se concentre sur les manifestations organisées par le Comité provisoire antifasciste, composé de la Ligue pour un parti ouvrier révolutionnaire, du Groupe libertarien de Toronto et d’organisations juives de la classe ouvrière. En examinant ces acteurs et ces événements, l’article cherche à démontrer la dynamique complexe de coordination et de concurrence entre les acteurs fascistes et antifascistes.

“The scenes on Shuter Street that night were more reminiscent of Berlin than of Toronto,” wrote historian Pierre Berton in The Great Depression. On the evening of July 4, 1938, the blue-shirted followers of Adrien Arcand and Joseph Farr crowded Toronto’s Massey Hall. This new National Unity Party was the merger of fascist parties from across Canada, confident in their movement’s future. As speakers took to the stage parroting familiar talking points from Nazi Germany, anti-fascist rallies convened at Queen’s Park, Maple Leaf Gardens, and the streets just one block away. While Arcand and Farr raged against imagined Jewish conspiracies and called for the forced expulsion of Canadian Jews, young women in the crowd outside took off their sweaters to reveal anti-fascist slogans written on their shirts. William Krehm, an anti-fascist organizer recently released from prison in Barcelona, took to a soapbox as the crowd chanted, “Down with Fascism!” Toronto’s police arrested Krehm and three others that night. The fascist rally continued unmolested, apart from a few
hecklers inside the hall.

Arcand’s July 4 rally was the largest but only one of four consequential fascist rallies held in Toronto that summer. The first was John Ross Taylor’s Canadian Union of Fascists, followed by Farr’s Nationalist Party rally with Arcand as a visiting guest. The third was the National Unity Party’s comparatively quiet founding rally on July 3, followed by the more dramatic Massey Hall event the next day. This article examines these rallies, demonstrating how fascist and anti-fascist elements coordinated and competed for support and resources.

**Historiography**

The term “fascism” is an often-problematic label as it may be rhetorically stretched to include a wide variety of authoritarian, conservative, corporatist, nativist, populist, or racist movements. This article uses historian Stanley G. Payne’s typological definition of fascism which incorporates three elements: the fascist negations, ideology and goals, and style and organization. Ideology and goals include the creation of a new nationalist authoritarian state with a regulated national economic structure (not merely the preservation of the “old” order), radically changing the nation’s relationship with other powers, and the pursuit of an idealist creed. As for style and organization, Payne includes an emphasis on aesthetics and ceremony, attempts at mass mobilization, positive views of and willingness to use force, an emphasis on masculinity and male dominance, a positive view of young people as agents of change, and a tendency toward “an authoritarian, charismatic, personal style of command.” The fascist negations include antiliberalism, anticommunism, and anticonservatism.

Despite the recurring theme of antisemitism in fascist movements, it is interesting to note that antisemitism is excluded from Payne’s definition. Payne notes that while German Nazism was particularly antisemitic, this was not the case in all forms of fascism. However, in practice, Payne’s definition very easily covers recurring themes in antisemitism: conspiracy theories linking Jews to both capitalist and communistic forces. Antisemitism often falls within the fascist negation of anticommunism.

English Canadian historians have largely underexplored the related topics of antisemitism and fascism in the interwar period. For example, Lita-Rose Betcherman’s *The Swastika and the Maple Leaf: Fascist Movements in Canada in the Thirties* examines Canada’s fascist movement and remains the leading text on the topic fifty years after its publication. Subsequent literature on post-war fascism, like anthropologist Stanley R. Barrett’s *Is God a Racist?* shed further light on their antecedents, as does Martin Robin’s *Shades of Right: Nativist and Fascistic Politics in Canada, 1920–1940*. Such works have added other racist groups—which are not necessarily fascist—to the narrative, such as the Klu Klux Klan.
French–Canadian historians have most ably explored the history of fascist movements, especially in Montreal where Arcand, “le Führer canadien,” gained influence. For example, Hugues Théorêt’s *Les Chemises Bleues: Adrien Arcand, journaliste antisémite canadien-français* and Jean-François Nadeau’s *Adrien Arcand : Führer Canadien* have significantly added to our understanding of Arcand’s activities, namely of his *Parti National Social Chrétien* (PNSC). These works make significant use of Arcand’s own writings and speeches.

As for Toronto, scholars have gravitated towards the more dramatic Christie Pits riot of 1933. This riot was the subject of a monograph by Cyril Levitt and William Shaffir—which also demolished the myth that Canadians were ignorant of the scale of state-led antisemitism in Hitler’s Germany—and recently of a graphic novel by Jamie Michaels, illustrated by Doug Fedrau. The initiating attacks were clearly antisemitic and drew on Nazi iconography, but the absence of written materials makes it difficult to discern if these antisemites actually conformed to Payne’s definition of fascism. The rallies of 1938, however, produced a larger written record which better lends itself to such analysis showing that both the National Unity Party (NUP) and the Canadian Union of Fascists (CUF) met the necessary criteria.

Nigel Copsey’s *Anti–Fascism in Britain*, arguably the first academic treatment of the concept, defined “anti–fascism” as “a thought, an attitude or feeling of hostility towards fascist ideology and its propagators which may or may not be acted upon.” Michael Seidman has defined antifascism (without a hyphen) more narrowly, framing it first as a movement that prioritized its opposition to fascism and thus made other former enemies acceptable allies; second, “refused conspiratorial theories which blamed Jewish and plutocratic plotting for negative social, economic, and political developments”; and third, rejected pacifism and accepted the role of the state in opposing domestic and foreign fascisms. Either definition encompasses a wide range of actors, yet a large proportion of scholarship on anti–fascism has focused on the international communist movement. Collected works like the 2010 *Varieties of Anti–Fascism*, edited by Nigel Copsey and Andrzej Olechnowicz, and the 2021 *Anti–Fascism in a Global Perspective*, edited by Kaspar Braskén, Nigel Copsey, and David Featherstone, have broadened the analysis to look at how anarchists, anti–colonialists, civil society, intellectuals, political parties, and social democrats resisted fascism. Such disparate groups often had very different motivations for combatting fascism, and could disagree widely on the most effective means of confrontation and resistance. Some Canadian anti–fascists travelled to Spain to take up arms against Spanish Nationalists, while others saw public displays of anti–fascism as unduly drawing attention—and consequently support—to the fascist cause.
The above studies have only briefly, if at all, examined the clash between fascist and anti-fascist groups in Toronto in the summer of 1938. Théorêt’s *Les Chemises Bleues* and Nadeau’s *Adrien Arcand: Führer Canadien* mention these events, but their focus is instead on how Arcand rebranded the NUP in terms of rhetoric and symbols. Pierre Berton’s *The Great Depression* describes the night at Massey Hall, but ignores the rallies that preceded it. This article adds to the existing scholarship by providing a detailed examination of the fascist rallies in Toronto in the summer of 1938 and the anti-fascist resistance. Although a broader study of civil society’s reaction to the fascist rallies is in order—particularly that of the Jewish Labor Committee—this study explores the rhetoric of the fascists themselves and focuses on the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee (also known as the Provisional Committee for Anti-Fascist Action) as its anti-fascist protagonist, with an emphasis on the convening League for a Revolutionary Workers’ Party (LRWP). This article uses the LRWP records from the personal papers of members William Krehm, James Potts, and Aubrey Joel. The author also interviewed William Krehm, as well as eighteen children of LRWP members.

**Le Fasciste canadien unifié and the League for a Revolutionary Workers’ Party**

The League for a Revolutionary Workers’ Party (LRWP) was a small but immensely dedicated Marxist–Leninist group. The organization broke from the Communist League of America (Opposition), better known as Trotskyists, in 1934. New Yorker B.J. Field (real name Max Gould), a Wall Street consultant and former confidante of Leon Trotsky, founded the organization and remained its international secretary. In New York, he attracted only small numbers to his local branch but remained at the head of the organization. The Toronto group was the largest and most active branch with one hundred or so members, almost exclusively young Jews, about half men and half women, born in North America to parents who had fled Eastern Europe at the turn of the century. William Krehm, born in Toronto to working-class Jewish parents from Ukraine, was the acknowledged leader of the Canadians.

Formal Judaism was absent from the LRWP writings and practice. Still, as a group, they displayed the intellectual rigour in Marxism–Leninism that one might expect from a group raised in the study of Talmud and unrestrained by the Stalinist decrees defining acceptable debate among Communist Party members. Field, the son of a Polish rabbi, adored debate as a means of reconciling his formal knowledge of Keynesian economics with his newfound interest in Marxism–Leninism. However, such discussions and the intellectual rigour expected of its members also left the group isolated. Few workers were interested in either their brand of militant Marxism–Leninism or in devoting hours and hours to study and debate. Internally, however, this dedication bred a sense of community. Many members married within the
Toronto branch and developed lasting relationships that endured decades beyond the LRWP. Susan Joel, daughter of two prominent leaders of the organization, told the author that her parents often described the organization as “the synagogue of the LRWP.” For some, the LRWP was a secular proxy for the Jewish community their parents brought from the old country and reasserted in Toronto.

The LRWP intersected with the broader anti-fascist movement in several ways. First, as dedicated Marxist-Leninists, they saw bourgeois states as an enemy. Fascism was, in part, both the antithesis of Marxism-Leninism and an amplification of the worst elements of capitalism. The LRWP newspaper, *Workers’ Voice*, cautioned “it would be suicidal to ignore the [fascist] movement at this stage because of its numerical weakness; its future strength lies in the imperative needs of the capitalist system.” Capitalism’s failings, they argued, were fuelling fascist reaction. Second, the LRWP held an internationalist outlook and saw the rise of European and Canadian fascism as a singular problem. They participated in anti-Nazi marches and free speech rallies, and also sent B.J. Field and William Krehm to Brussels to attend the International Congress Against War and Imperialism—a visit which led to Krehm’s subsequent activities in Barcelona. Anti-fascism was part of their revolutionary ambitions. Third, as a predominantly Jewish group, the members of the LRWP knew antisemitism as a fact of life and were well attuned to the particularly antisemitic brand of Canadian fascism then growing in strength.

By 1937, Montreal’s fascist leader Adrien Arcand had his own newspaper, *Le Fasciste canadien*, and worked as the editor of *L’Illustration nouvelle*. These were useful platforms for spreading his ideas and communicating with his followers. He did not benefit from positive treatment in the pages of Montreal newspapers. In Toronto, however, where he only became a public figure in late 1937, he received some positive media coverage. In December 1937, the *Globe & Mail’s* Ken McTaggert described Arcand as a “brilliant young Canadian.” The *Toronto Daily Star*, the centre-left of Canada’s national dailies, continued this trend in February 1938 when it printed a piece on Arcand and his family. The article described Arcand as a charming family man and featured a photo of Arcand, his wife, and their two young boys. Arcand is wearing a quasi-military uniform, and his wife is sporting a Nazi armband. Arcand was sufficiently flattered by the photo spread that he had it reprinted in the pages of *Le Fasciste canadien*. Torontonians still knew little about Arcand, and what little they had seen was largely positive.

In late 1937, LRWP member Israel Levine (now writing as David Martin, the name he would use publicly for the rest of his life) secured an interview with Arcand at his office at *L’Illustration nouvelle*, presumably with the intention of shifting the English-language discourse on Arcand. Martin described Arcand as tall, angular, and disinclined to speak about himself. His organization, Arcand claimed, stood for “God,
family, private property and personal initiative.... We believe that the Jews are re-
sponsible for all the evils of the world today. Through the two Internationals that
they control, the proletarian and the financial, they provoke economic crises and
revolutions with a view to taking world power.” The PNSC, according to Arcand,
would take power through elections, after which they would immediately abolish
all other parties. He admitted to helping former Prime Minister R.B. Bennett with
his “propaganda” campaign in Quebec, but he stated that his party would “have to
give Mr. Bennett and the Conservative Party as clean a licking as anybody else.”
They would use violence, he said, only if law and order broke down entirely as it
had during the Spanish Civil War. Arcand framed Francisco Franco’s rebellion as a
necessary action against the democratically elected Second Spanish Republic. Liber-
alism, he said, was “an instrument of world Jewry.” For Arcand, democracy was only
a means of achieving power.

Martin pointed out the absurdity and contradictions among many of Arcand's po-
sitions. Martin asked Arcand how he could claim that Jews controlled global finance
when “there is not a single Jew on the board of directors of a single Canadian bank
or mortgage company or of a single public utility company, or of the rail or ocean
transportation companies. . . You say the Jewish financiers inspire the communist
movement. But communism is opposed to the entire capitalist class. Jewish capital-
ists fight just as bitterly against communism and the workers' movements as do the
Christian capitalists.” Arcand replied that, “The Jews do not work openly,” stating
that they used the levers of capitalism to foment crisis and set the conditions for
communist revolution.

Martin concluded the interview by asking, “What do you intend to do with the Jews?
Kill them off?” Arcand replied that he would send them all to Madagascar, adding “I
have nothing against the Jews as long as they leave us alone. I would like to see them
all together and happy. Palestine would be all right, but it is too small and there are
other complications.” Martin asked Arcand, as a joke, “We could put you down as
a Zionist, then?” Arcand laughed, waved his arms, and said, “The greatest Zionist in
the world!”

Martin wrote the interview results in an article in The Nation in February 1938. He
gave a truthful yet remarkably different interpretation of Arcand than the Globe & Mail or Toronto Daily Star. Within this one interview, most elements of Payne’s
definition of fascism come to light: explicit anticommunism, antiliberalism, and an-
ticonservatism; the pursuit of a radically different form of government after taking
power; positive views regarding the use of force; and an idealist creed. In express-
ing these points in Arcand’s own words, Martin’s article itself serves as an act of
anti-fascist resistance, of “bearing witness” to Arcand’s world view and sharing it
with a broader, non-Marxist-Leninist audience. Arcand appears to speak freely and
seems entirely unaware that he is speaking with a Jewish man, let alone a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary.

The March edition of the PNSC’s *Le Fasciste canadien* announced significant developments for the fascist movement. The PNSC secured its first office—1,600 square feet on Saint-Laurent Boulevard, a prestigious location—which they would staff twenty-four hours a day. *Le Fasciste canadien* also printed an agreement with two other Canadian fascist groups to establish a national movement. The first was William Whittaker’s Canadian Nationalist Party in Winnipeg. The second was Joseph Farr’s group of the same name in Toronto. Farr claimed involvement in the Toronto fascist movement as early as the 1929 Swastika Clubs, but his public life seemed to begin with the PNSC announcement. Whittaker came to fascism later but had allegedly been in correspondence with Arcand since 1932 and an infamous public figure since 1933. Actual membership numbers of both groups are unclear, but their meetings were small enough that most took place in private homes.

The three parties of the *Fasciste canadien uniifié* agreed to nine points in principle. Most addressed their proposed “corporatist” form of government to replace democracy. Relevant here was the intention to declare Canada to be a Christian state and to eliminate public displays of atheism, subversion, anti-nationalism, immorality, and “judéo-communisme”; and restricting citizenship to “the white race” and “emancipated Indians.” The constitutive elements of Payne’s definition of fascism are apparent in these statements, Arcand’s comments to David Martin, and the performative aesthetics of the rallies.

---

**The Canadian Union of Fascists and the**

**Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee**

Toronto was home to more than one fascist movement, and Joseph Farr had not been Adrien Arcand’s initial choice for an Ontario partner. In the summer of 1937, twenty-four-year-old John Ross Taylor established a National Christian Party (NCP) in Toronto following secret meetings with Arcand. Taylor and Arcand initially enjoyed a partnership—Taylor’s group was created as the Ontario PNSC—but the relationship did not last. Taylor briefly ran for provincial office in the predominantly Jewish riding of St. Andrew’s. He stood no chance of winning, but that was not the point. For Taylor, this was an opportunity to make a name for himself with hateful antisemitic leaflets and wearing swastikas at press interviews. Not long after dropping out of the race, however, the Canadian Union of Fascists (CUF) announced its own alliance with Taylor. The CUF and NCP retained their own names and symbols, but CUF leader Charles Brandel Crate was cross appointed as the NCP’s secretary. Text from Taylor’s election leaflets began appearing in the CUF’s newspaper, *The Thunderbolt,*
The LRWP girded itself to take on a leadership role against Taylor’s rallies. In February 1938, *Workers’ Voice* stated, “If Taylor and his henchmen should attempt to march in the streets of Toronto this summer, the workers must give them what the English workers gave [Oswald] Mosley,” referring to the anti-fascist resistance to a 1936 British Union of Fascists (BUF) parade in London’s East End. Known as the Battle of Cable Street, the anti-fascists physically prevented the BUF march from proceeding despite a strong police escort. In May, Taylor announced his plans to stage a rally at Massey Hall, one of the largest venues in the city. The LRWP called for a united front of labour organizations to pursue “a program of militant action against fascism.”

United fronts were a popular concept, but they were more manageable in theory than practice. Mainstream political parties, even the socialist Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF), wanted little to do with overt revolutionaries like the LRWP, and the Communist Party of Canada consistently condemned any action by the Trotskyists (former or current, affiliated or unaffiliated).

Despite these obstacles, when Spanish Republican authorities detained the leader of the Canadian LRWP, William Krehm, in Barcelona following the “May Days” of 1937, the LRWP organized a modest united front. The group included the Toronto Libertarian Group and the Industrial Workers of the World (the “Wobblies”). The Wobblies are well known, but the Toronto Libertarian Group requires some introduction. Created by Emma Goldman during a visit to Toronto in 1934, the group consolidated Bulgarian, Dutch, English, Jewish, Russian, and Swedish anarchist groups and individuals. The Toronto Libertarian Group, like the LRWP, was small but active in anti-fascist organizing within anarchist networks. The anarchist, IWW, and LRWP United Front for the Defence of Workers’ Rights in Spain proved to be a prototype for the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee in the summer of 1938.

The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee held its first meeting just days before Taylor’s scheduled rally in June. The committee’s membership was much the same as
the United Front for the Defense of Workers’ Rights in Spain: the LRWP and their Revolutionary Youth League, the Toronto Libertarian Group, several youth branches of the Workmen’s Circle, a Jewish working-class organization with a focus on mutual aid, and some independent, interested individuals. However, the Wobblies had declined the invitation. The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee agreed to host a rally to demonstrate against Taylor and to establish a picket line in front of the meeting hall.

The CUF rented Prince’s Hall, a small auditorium on the third floor at the corner of Bloor Street West and Croft Street. Taylor’s original plans to rent Massey Hall had fallen through as they had not been able to attract an audience large enough to make it worthwhile. Only 26 people attended Taylor’s rally. Five police officers protected them inside the hall as a crowd of 200 or 300 people protested outside. 

The rally outside the hall was initially quiet, apart from chants of “Down with Fascism!” But, according to police reports, the crowd became unruly when Taylor, clad in his quasi-military black-shirted uniform, appeared in the hall doorway at about 8 p.m. The crowd surged towards the hall and began to chant louder, shout epithets, and throw tomatoes. The \textit{Toronto Daily Star} reported that Inspector Hans Majury, the senior police officer on site, “without warning” directed his officers to disperse the crowd: “A girl picketer vigorously resisted a police officer, but finally gave way to firm pressure.” The police called for reinforcements and were soon joined by “a half dozen mounted police officers” and 40 more arriving by car. The police arrested two protestors: a man named Galpin for throwing two tomatoes at Constable Fred Foxton and LRWPer Harry Smith for shoving Constable Clarence Collins. A plain-clothes officer was struck with a sign but was not injured. Dorothy Giesecke-Rogers of the Toronto Libertarian Group reported to Emma Goldman that the police had been very rough with the protestors—two police officers threw her “violently against a car bumper thereby [resulting in her] losing quite a sliver of skin from my shin,” while others were struck in the face with “billies.” Giesecke-Rogers was perhaps the “girl picketer” who had given way to “firm pressure.”

The CUF meeting continued. Taylor told the small crowd, “When we get control of Canada, farmers will represent farmers, manufacturers their own businesses, and so on. Then you will have economic democracy as you haven’t got it today. Our slogan is Canada first.” Taylor continued, saying that Canada was on the verge of a Bolshevik-style revolution and had no army strong enough to resist the communists. Despite claiming that his group was uninterested in persecuting “any people or creed,” Taylor put little effort into masking his antisemitism. He described Jews as “octopi strangling the financial structure of Canada” and attempting to control the entire world. He also conflated Judaism with Bolshevism, claiming that the Jews of the Soviet Union controlled 97% of the government.
Workers’ Voice described the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee’s protest as “the first resounding victory in the struggle against the fascists.”\(^\text{58}\) It was a questionable claim, given that the meeting had taken place regardless, but they had made their stance known and drew a crowd. However, there was little time to celebrate. They paid the bail of the two arrested men and prepared for the next fascist rally scheduled just days later. The committee held several open-air rallies over the weekend to raise awareness of the rising tide of fascism. The police broke up at least three of these rallies. At another, they arrested one soapbox speaker, but this did not end the rally. Other speakers took their place, and the rally continued for another hour and a half.\(^\text{59}\)

**Joint Rallies**

Farr and Arcand continued their move towards unification into the spring of 1938. On May 2, Arcand and the commander of his protective legions, Joseph-Maurice Scott (a former major in the militia and now a coal and insurance salesman), went to Toronto to attend a Nationalist Party meeting.\(^\text{60}\) The Toronto group photo shows only ten people present, including the two Montrealers. However, the *Le Fasciste canadien* article indicates more were there, stating that the number of “legionnaires” in their fascist shirts was more imposing than the month before.\(^\text{61}\) Three days later, Farr was in Montreal with Arcand and Scott — he can be seen in a group of more than 350 primarily uniformed PNSC members in the swastika-festooned basement of the St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church, seated in the front row with Scott, Arcand, and Arcand’s wife.\(^\text{62}\) Farr claimed that his Nationalist Party would soon have more than 25,000 members.\(^\text{63}\) According to a Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) report, “reliable information” suggested that the group had as many as 500 members in Toronto and growing rapidly.\(^\text{64}\)

Farr and Arcand planned their first joint rally in Toronto for June 9. Farr began the rally by referring to Jews as “kikes” and “undesirables,” claiming that Jews controlled business monopolies. At the same time, gentiles went unemployed, more than half of University of Toronto graduates were Jewish, and the U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt had advisors who “are in control and service of Jewry,” as were some Canadian Parliamentarians. In juxtaposition to the supposed powers of the Jews, he told his followers: “You men have nothing! You have no jobs! You have no future! You cannot look forward to married life! You have been denied speech freedom in your own country!”\(^\text{65}\) Arcand also spoke, although his comments went unrecorded despite the presence of a *Toronto Daily Star* photographer and reporter. The *Star* photographed Arcand, Farr, and Scott, giving the fascist salute in front of Nazi flags.\(^\text{66}\)
As the fascists exercised their freedom of speech inside the hall, the protestors outside were denied the same. The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee assembled 200 protestors in a gathering immediately south of the hall. Some carried signs with anti-fascist slogans. Krehm and other speakers mounted their soapboxes to give their speeches. They threw neither tomatoes nor punches this time. The newspapers described the protestors as angry but orderly. Photos indicate they took great pains to stay off the roads and ensure a clear path on the sidewalk remained for passers-by. Nonetheless, perhaps because a plainclothes officer had been struck by a sign at the rally three days earlier, the police took the protestors’ signs. One photo printed in the Globe & Mail shows a woman struggling to keep her sign as a police officer takes it away. Moreover, when the protestors marched north along Dovercourt towards the Foresters Temple, 40 police officers kept the crowd moving, not letting them gather around the entrance as they had at the Prince’s Hall.

The location of Farr’s rally, both the building and the neighbourhood, merits a brief examination. The rally was at the West End Independent Order of Foresters Temple at the corner of Queen Street West and Dovercourt Avenue. The Foresters owned the building, but several groups paid rent and took turns using the space, including the Parkdale Recreation Club, the Loyal Orange Young Britain Association, and a Ukrainian nationalist organization. Given that Farr was an Orangeman and that Le Fasciste canadien showed attendees meeting in the “Ulster Room,” the Loyal Orange Young Britain Association was likely the initial means by which Farr gained access. The neighbourhood did have a high proportion of Jews, leading Lita-Rose Betcherman to write that the fascists had selected the neighbourhood deliberately as a provocation. However, this assessment likely gives too much credit to Farr’s ability to come and go as he wished. The RCMP noted that Farr was having trouble renting halls due to renters finding his politics distasteful and his lack of funds. Indeed, apart from the one-time Massey Hall rally on July 4, all of Farr’s meetings and rallies up to that point appear to have been conducted in the same place.

The Massey Hall Rally

Arcand, Farr, and their allies prepared for their national convention to cement their alliance from Nova Scotia to British Columbia. They planned to conduct their first convention in Kingston, but faced opposition first from Queen’s University professors and then a unanimous vote by city council to ban any fascist use of city buildings for meetings or its streets for any procession. The meeting in Kingston seems to have become a point of pride for the fascist leaders. Arcand initially dismissed the resistance as inconsequential and said that they would conduct the meeting in Toronto instead, then declared that they would go to Kingston anyways to demonstrate their ability to do so, and then secretly held the meeting in Toronto while pretending it
had taken place in Kingston. Although Arcand and party representatives insisted they had held their meeting at a secret location in Kingston, RCMP records show that the convention was quietly held in Toronto—in the Foresters Temple again—and that the delegates had driven to Kingston for no other purpose than to claim they had successfully met in that city in defiance of the city council.

The RCMP report on the convention shows that it was neither as large nor unified as the image it tried to present to the public. Between eighteen and twenty delegates attended. William McDuff came from Nova Scotia, and Daniel O’Keefe from New Brunswick. Seven Montrealers attended, as well as one representative from nearby Valleyfield and another from Lachine. From Ontario, two Torontonians joined Farr. From Western Canada, John Schio and either one or two more people represented Saskatchewan; John S. Lynds, John C. Cole, and perhaps one more came from Manitoba. Finally, C.S. Thomas attended from British Columbia. The Manitobans objected to Arcand’s leadership because as “a French Canadian and a Roman Catholic, [he] may not be acceptable to the English speaking and Protestant followers particularly in the West.” Nonetheless, following the debate, Arcand was elected the leader and Farr its secretary. They adopted a burning torch in place of the swastika as their symbol and drafted a program. The National Unity Party (NUP) was born.

The NUP claimed to promote the “unity of Canada for all Canadians—with some exceptions.” Jews — “obviously,” Arcand told a reporter—would not be allowed to join. The “unity” envisioned by the NUP was strictly among French and Irish Catholics and English-speaking Protestants. After sending a sarcastic letter of thanks to the mayor of Kingston (announcing their intention to return the following year), telegraphing the governor general with “a message of loyalty to King and Country,” and speaking to reporters and posing for photographs at the LaSalle Hotel in Kingston, the NUP leadership returned to Toronto for more meetings in the Foresters Temple. On July 3, seventy members listened to speeches from Arcand and two visitors from the United States: George Deathrage from West Virginia and Robert Edward Edmundson from New York.

The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee did not know about these additional meetings at the Foresters Temple, but they were aware of the planned Massey Hall rally on July 4. They petitioned the mayor to intervene and stop the rally, but unlike the mayor and city council in Kingston, he declined to intervene. The Massey Hall rally was framed as a matter of free speech—in recent years, the Communist Party had rented the hall without issue, so he saw no reason to take active steps to oppose any other legal group. As a member of the Massey Hall board, he would vote against the rental but would stop short of using his mayoral powers to prevent the meeting from occurring.
To Krehm’s disappointment (but not surprise), the CCF and the Communist Party refused to directly confront the fascists on the day of their Massey Hall rally. Instead, the CCF would protest at Queen’s Park, and the Communist Party—acting through the League for Peace and Democracy, formerly the League Against War and Fascism—would hold a rally at Maple Leaf Gardens. Workers’ Voice criticized, “That is how Stalinism and the CCF fight Fascism. When the Fascists grow strong and begin to make a real bid for the streets, these gentlemen will also be ‘luring’ their rank-and-file away from the scene of action, and preventing them from losing their tempers. This is what their brother-under-the-skin did in Germany with well-known results.”

The League for Peace and Democracy filled Maple Leaf Gardens with 10,000 people. The CCF rally at Queen’s Park was the smallest of the three. The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee’s protest would be the hardest to ignore.

The first edition of the NUP newspaper, Le Combat national, claimed 2,500 people attended the Massey Hall rally, 850 of whom joined the party that day. This was, by a significant margin, the largest such event in Ontario up to this point. It dwarfed any rallies held at the Foresters Hall, likely because the date, location, and controversy had been a news item for months. Ticket holders saw banners proclaiming “Canada for Canadians,” and decorations featuring beavers and Union Jacks. Blue-shirted stormtroopers with swastikas emblazoned on their armbands roamed the aisles; they had not yet stitched armbands with the newly selected emblem of a burning flame.

Joseph Farr spoke first; “Ladies and gentlemen—I am speaking in Toronto. We have to fight a tremendous battle. In the city today the Jew controls. I say in their monopolies they control both our men and our property. They control our men and our business. They control everything we have.” Farr went on to quote several impossible statistics. For example, he claimed 15,000 Jews had come to Canada between 30 December and 1 May, compared to only 300 British people. In reality, fewer than 10,000 Jews entered Canada between 1933 and 1945. Paradoxically, Farr described an “infestation” where the Jews were both poor and powerful, communist and capitalist.

The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee’s rally began at about 8 p.m. at the corner of Albert and Yonge, less than a block from Massey Hall. The crowd numbered somewhere between 500 and 900. Krehm was the primary speaker. He stood atop a portable stand on the south side of Albert Street. As he began his speech, the women protestors removed their jackets to reveal anti-fascist slogans written on their white sweaters. They presumably adopted this tactic after the police had stripped them of their signs at the last rally—taking signage was one thing. The protesters knew that police would be reluctant to remove a young woman’s sweater.
Police on foot and horseback surrounded the protesters. Krehm shouted, “Down with fascism, down with the police, and down with the police commission.” Another source quoted him and the other speakers calling, “Down with the brutal police; they are fascist tools!” At this point, the protestors had committed no crime apart from blocking traffic. The police reported that “the temper of the crowd was getting ugly,” and so it was necessary to break up the assembly.

Police Constable Wilfred Gillen waded into the crowd, approached Krehm, and ordered him to step down from his platform three times. Krehm ignored him, so Gillen arrested him. James Potts pushed Gillen and began yelling at other members of the crowd to help him stop the arrest; Potts said that he merely demanded to know for what crime the police arrested Krehm. Wilfred Gray came to assist Krehm and Potts. Gillen arrested Gray, as well. Standing nearby, David Martin—Arcand’s interviewer, also known as Israel Levine—saw the arrest and protested. According to Sergeant Andrew McKinney, Martin started shouting statements against the police and fascism, telling the crowd they must not let the police break up the rally. Martin denied making such statements, claiming instead that he was shouting, “On to the Labor Temple!” He said the plan had been to march to the Labor Temple on Church Street if the police or rain broke up the rally. Both versions are likely true, given that the most likely route from Albert and Yonge to the Labor Temple would pass right in front of Massey Hall. McKinney arrested Martin.

Even as the police arrested Krehm, Potts, Martin, and Gray, police officers atop horses moved to disperse the crowd. It was hardly a charge, but the horses caused injuries. The police continued to patrol around Massey Hall through the night to prevent other crowds from forming. The Globe & Mail, the conservative Toronto daily newspaper, applauded the police’s work in calming the demonstration. The paper reported that if they had not, “it is believed most of the anti-fascist group would have marched to Massey Hall and attempted to create trouble for Adrian Arcand and his followers.” Betcherman noted that Toronto’s newspapers “might have been covering different events,” with the Globe & Mail heaping praise on the police and describing the rally as well received and the Toronto Star being more sympathetic towards the protestors and critical of the fascists inside.

The four arrested anti-fascists waited in cells until their trial. Krehm, Martin, and Potts were all well-known members of the LRWP. Potts had joined the LRWP while he was a student at the University of Western Ontario. He was Presbyterian, and as such was among the few non-Jewish members of the group. Gray’s name is not present in the surviving LRWP records, nor is he mentioned in the Toronto Libertarian Group’s correspondence prior to his arrest. Regardless, each benefitted from the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee’s fundraising and further work by the New York LRWP’s Provisional Defence Committee for Anti-Fascist Fighters. They each post-
Martin and Gray pleaded guilty to their charges, but the court dismissed Martin's charges, and the Crown withdrew Gray's. Krehm and Potts pleaded not guilty, but after a brief trial, the court convicted them of obstructing a police officer and fined them $25 each.

The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee faced criticism for their peaceful protest. The NUP described the protestors as “the Jews and the organizations that they control,” “judeo-communist forces,” and the “forces of Israel and Moscow,” stating that the protestors had planned to enter the meeting and break it up by force. Le Combat national said that four people—including two Jews—were arrested trying to get the crowd to attack the hall. They concluded that “[i]f the Reds did a poor job in spite of their money, their organization, and their ‘big guns,’” the NUP’s success was all the more impressive given that they had almost no money, but their people were “rich in spirit.” It claimed, “National unity is born, it is on the march, and nothing will stop it.” The NUP had framed itself as the underdogs in the conflict and used the identity of their opponents as evidence of the depth of a “Judeo-Bolshevik” conspiracy.

Anti-fascist groups outside the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee condemned their actions. Stewart Smith, a Toronto alderman and influential leader within the Communist Party, criticized the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee in print and on the radio. The League for Peace and Democracy, through which the Communist Party exerted considerable influence, wrote the Globe & Mail that it was “definitely committed to the principle of freedom of speech” and was in no way implicated in the protests. The Communist Party accused the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee of being in the direct employ of Hitler, alleging that the protests were designed to encourage support for the fascists.

The Communist Party’s criticisms of the anarchists and the LRWP were practically inevitable, given their formal hostility towards anarchism and Trotskyism. However, the Socialist Policy Group, the Trotskyist caucus within the CCF, also mocked the Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee’s actions. Earle Birney, a Trotskyist organizer and later a celebrated Canadian poet, soon penned an article on behalf of the Socialist Policy Group. Birney wrote, “a few Fieldites [referring to founder and International Secretary, B.J. Field], bravely cooperating with nobody and anxious for publicity at any price, managed to get themselves arrested by the cops detailed to preserve the democratic liberties of Monsieur Arcand.” However, in the same article, he implicitly admitted that at least the LRWP had done something. The Socialist Policy Group’s parallel attempt to assemble “a united defense organization and workers’ guards” was “a voice crying in the wilderness” within the CCF. Anti-fascist groups agreed that they needed to counter fascism; they did not agree on how this goal could best be achieved.
Towards a definition of Canadian fascism

In looking at the actions and words of Arcand and Farr before and during the Toronto fascist rallies during the summer of 1938, the constituent elements of Stanley G. Payne’s typological definitions of fascism can be observed: the fascist negations of antiliberalism, anticommunism, and anticonservatism; the desire to establish a new nationalist authoritarian state and not merely the reassertion of the “old order;” and a style focused on pageantry, ceremony, and dedication to a charismatic leader. Although less detail is available regarding Taylor’s program, what is available aligns with Payne’s definition as well. Furthermore, although antisemitism is not part of Payne’s definition, it is clear that antisemitism was a central theme in these variants of Canadian fascism.

Although Toronto newspapers carried positive stories about Adrien Arcand as late as the winter of 1938, the English-speaking Torontonian could not claim ignorance of Arcand’s movement by the summer. David Martin’s article, rallies, and Arcand’s own words in newspapers informed the public of the details of this movement. While some were attracted to fascism, it failed to gain a mass base in Toronto: knowledge of its ugliness eroded support and galvanized many to action. It would be tempting, although simplistic, to focus on the Berlin-like scene at Massey Hall as an indicator of fascism’s hold in Toronto at the time. After all, while up to 2,500 people attended that NUP rally, 10,000 attended an anti-fascist rally at Maple Leaf Gardens at the same time, with hundreds more marching in the streets.

The Provisional Anti-Fascist Committee chose to confront the known CUF, Nationalist Party, and NUP rallies head-on, marching in the streets and risking their safety and arrest. They attracted support from anti-fascists more than their own membership. In marching, they attracted supporters but also detractors who thought they were helping the fascists more than stopping them. Reasonable people may disagree on the appropriateness or effectiveness of the tactics employed, but these anti-fascists should nonetheless be remembered as part of the broader effort to oppose the spread of fascism in Canada. The summer of 1938 was a moment in Toronto’s history when fascism and antisemitism seemed at their strongest, but it was also a moment when anti-fascism was even stronger. There is still much to be learned from further analysis of anti-fascism and the interactions between various actors involved in the cause.
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